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1. Preliminaries and Objectives
An increasing tendency of the linguistic abstraction level can be observed in the field of software
engineering. The assembly languages that dominated the early phases were replaced by
structured, and later on by object oriented programming languages. These paradigms help
software development with several high-level language constructs, and with decreasing the
semantic gap between the tasks specified in a natural language and the implementation offered by
the programming languages. The explanation for this phenomenon is that the requirements are
almost unlimited both in complexity, development time and the variety of the supported
platforms.
The rise of the abstraction can be observed in case of the visual modeling languages, which
appeared first as a phenomenon associated with the object oriented paradigm, and now they form
an individual programming language in the OMG standard Model-Driven Architecture (MDA)
[OMG MDA] [OMG MDAGuide] [Kleppe et al. 2003] [Mellor et al. 2004]. According to the
vision of MDA, the developers build and specify precisely a Platform Independent Model (PIM),
mainly in a graphical modeling language called Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OMG UML
2003] [Pender & Pender 2003]. Providing the platform specific information, the developers use
model compilers to create a Platform Specific Model (PSM) automatically. PSMs can be
executed on the given platform. Therefore, MDA needs efficient model compilers that can create
code or other models from graph-based models.
Most of the model compilers use graph theoretical algorithms to traverse the model that must
be processed (Traversing Model Processors, TMP), therefore, they interpret the model (Model
Interpreters, [Lédeczi et al. 2001]). Meanwhile developing such model compilers are an errorprone, long work. Moreover, raising the abstraction level to the graphical model specification
(Visual Model Processors, VMP) seems quite natural in a graphical, model-oriented development.
A method called graph rewriting [Ehrig 1979] [Blostein et al. 1995] [Ehrig & Taenzer 1996]
[Rozenberg 1997] [Ehrig et al. 1999] [Baresi & Heckel 2002]) provides an excellent background
to specify VMPs. Graph rewriting consists of rules, which are quite similar to the production rules
used in string grammars. As far as graph rewriting is concerned, a rule has a left-hand side
(LHS). An isomorphic subgraph to the LHS graph must be found in the graph to be transformed.
Then, the found subgraph must be replaced with the right-hand side of the rule. Graph rewriting
has many branches, in case of software models the algebraic approaches [Ehrig 1979] [Rozenberg
1997], namely, the double pushout (DPO) and the single pushout (SPO) approaches turned out to
be the most useful. These methods use abstract algebraic and category theoretical [Pierce 1991]
[Barr & Wells 1999] constructs to formalize the process of rewriting. Considering the DPO
approach, the identification condition must be enforced, which states that, on deletion, different
vertices in the production rule cannot match the same vertex in the host graph. Furthermore, the
dangling edge condition must be dealt with as well: if a vertex should be deleted which is
connected to an edge that is not inside the match, the production rule cannot be fired. The SPO
approach does not have such conditions, which would lead to contradictory operations, but the
SPO approach resolves the situation by giving priority to the deletion.
Most of the tools that support graphical languages have been written for a specific graphical
language family. In this case the specific program code makes the extension as well as the support
for new languages nearly impossible. There is, however, a demand for modeling environments to
support new domain specific languages (DSL), and to process them, especially, in the
development of embedded systems. An efficient solution is to apply metamodeling techniques,
which defines the constraints in a graphical model (metamodel) that must be satisfied along with
the elements that may be contained in the models. It is possible to draw a parallel between
metamodels and UML class diagrams: one creates an UML class diagram in the modeling
environment (metamodel), and the environment allows creating only the object diagrams (model)
that instantiate the lass diagram in modeling mode. Extending this technique with graphical
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features, we can easily and quickly create an environment that can support new modeling
languages. The applications of this technique is not limited to the domain specific languages,
since the gap between the versions of the UML standard is quite large, and the up-to-date support
of the standard modeling language can be ensured by metamodeling techniques. Out of the
metamodeling environments, the results of the dissertation were affected the most by the Generic
Modeling Environment (GME) [Lédeczi et al. 2001] developed at Vanderbilt University, since I
had the opportunity to take part in the development of this tool for a short period of time.
Therefore, it is worth creating visual model compilers to accelerate the development, which
have formalism close to the standard and well-known UML, incorporate the advantages of graph
rewriting and metamodeling. Taking these aspects into account, my goals were the following:
1. Create a metamodeling environment which is based on the experiences obtained from
GME, but with direct support for developing VMP and with more efficient UML support
(GME has primarily been developed to support DSLs).
2. Develop a graphical modeling language to describe the transformation rules, which is
similar to UML, and takes it into account that the metamodels are available before the
transformation as along with the general constraints in the metamodel.
3. Create an algorithm that executes the rewriting
4. Validate the rules based on the available metamodels.
5. Extend the existing mathematical results to the metamodel-based rewriting.
6. Investigate the possibility of the parallel execution of the rules based on the mathematical
results.
Achieving these goals, one can simply create and process graphical modeling languages,
moreover, the execution the rules can be performed in a parallel environment. Furthermore, the
order of the rules can be optimized. This facilitates the development of mobile telephone software
supported by automated generators, and transforming statecharts of embedded systems into
executable code, and many other applications.

2. Methodological Summary
Since it is fundamental in software engineering that the theoretical results can be applied, and the
problems created by the feedback from practice are addressed. Thus, we developed the Visual
Modeling and Transformation System (VMTS) tool at the Department of Automation and
Applied Informatics at Budapest University of Technology and Economics, which provided a
background to examine the empirical aspects. This approach was characteristic to the whole
research. The VMTS can be regarded as a practical result. I received similar kind of help from
the GME [Lédeczi et al. 2001] and GReAT [Karsai et al. 2003] systems to form the theoretical
results and raise open issues.
The methods of the research dealing with the theoretical results were primarily determined by
the mathematical formalism available for the given problem, along with the related methods.
If the elements of the UML class diagram (metamodel) appear on LHS and RHS of the rules
in the DPO approach, we must find an instantiation of LHS in the graph that must be transformed,
and the result of the rewriting step is an instantiation of RHS. Since the task of subgraph
isomorphism has been replaced by that of the instantiation, a novel algorithm must be developed.
I have chosen the VF2 graph isomorphism algorithm [Cordella et al. 1999] [Cordella et al. 2001]
[Foggia et al. 2001] to solve this problem, and I have extended it to find the instantiation.
Moreover, I have introduced optimization steps in the execution of the algorithm. Moreover, I
have investigated the fundamental properties of the instantiation as described in the UML
standard [OMG UML], including the allowed multiplicity combinations on the instance level.
Here I used the formalism of graph theory (set theory). Both the models and metamodels can be
modeled directed, labeled graphs, where the label contains the type information, the instantiation
relationships, the attributes and the presentation information. The latter two are not significant
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from the theoretical point of view. Considering the allowed instantiations, I used linear algebraic
formalism, since the graph representation was proven to be difficult to deal with. I applied the
incidence matrix representation of the graphs, and I have extended it to handle the multiplicity
values, hence the elimination algorithm in Thesis II uses linear algebraic formalism. Since the
multiplicities are positive integers, I have also used simple number theoretical formulae.
The availability of the metamodels means additional information, thus, it is worth examining
how we can use this fact in validating the topology of the rules. The existing formal models can
help in the solution, provided that they are extended to the metamodel-based case. Thesis III
connects the existing theoretical models and the metamodels, moreover it provides conditions for
the topological correctness of the rules. This is done mainly on a graph theoretical basis, whereas
the homomorphism and graph homomorphism is an abstract algebraic contribution. This is
necessary, because the proofs included in Thesis IV is built on category theoretical formalism,
which does not examine the internal structure of the objects, but expects the satisfaction of
several conditions, which can be proved by graph theoretical and abstract algebraic results.
Thesis IV is different from the other theses in a sense that the applied formalism is provided
by category theory. The reason is that the available mathematical background, the DPO
approach, is built on category theory. However abstract algebraic results are also used in the
proofs.

3. Novel Scientific Results
The results delineated in this section have been motivated by two main objectives. First, I wished
to achieve results that are ensured by strict mathematical formalism; second, the results should be
applicable in practice. The former had been achieved by formal models, the latter had been
ensured by a more expressive visual transformation procedure which is applied in a software
package. The novel results are divided into four theses.
Thesis I contains the practical results provided by VMTS. I have developed a pattern
matching algorithm as a result of Thesis II. The algorithm is simplified by the knowledge about
the number of objects participating in the valid instantiations. I have created the Incidence Matrix
with Multiplicity (IMM) algorithm, and I have proven its correctness. I have also proven the
properties of the instantiation used in the algorithm within Thesis II. Thesis III transforms the
relationship between the instance and the metagraph into homomorphism. I have given two
conditions for the type preserving homomorphic mapping in the first two subtheses. I have
provided an algorithm which creates a new metagraph for an arbitrary metagraph, where the
inverse relationship of the instantiation is a homomorphic mapping between an arbitrary instance
graph and the resulting metamodel. Based on an equivalence definition that is applicable in
practice, I have shown that the resulting metagraph is equivalent to the original metagraph. The
homomorphic mapping cannot be established directly, thus, I have given a decomposition
algorithm, where the instantiation relationship between the resulting graphs and the metagraph is
homomorphism. Thesis IV generalizes the DPO approach: it proves that the metasquares in the
categorical diagram form double pushouts under specific conditions, and do not violate the
dangling edge condition. Finally, I prove a generalization of the parallelism theorem for
metamodel-based rules.
1 Thesis I
I have designed a framework (Visual Modeling and Transformation System, VMTS) with a
modular architecture. Furthermore, I have shown the following propositions via the VMTS
software package:
 The class diagram, use case diagram, and statechart diagram can be realized by nlayer metamodeling techniques, using only one instantiation relationship, namely, the
one between MOF M0 and M1 layers.
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Feature models and resource editors can also be realized with these techniques.
The UML class diagram can be applied as a description language of the left-hand side
and the right-hand side of the transformation rules, which has provided a solution to
several practical issues.
The description of the transformation and the creation of the transformation can
benefit from the tight integration of graph transformation systems and metamodeling
environments.
I have illustrated the theoretical results with the help of VMTS.

Related publications:
[2][4][8][16][17][[19][20][21][22][23][24][25][28][29][30].
The VMTS software package has been used not only for illustrations, but it is the basis of several
R&D project at DAAI. VMTS has been provided with several plug-ins in these projects, which
aims at the following objectives:
 Supporting generative techniques
 Code generation form UML class and statechart diagrams
 Support for the development of mobile applications
2 Thesis II
I have created an algorithm, which determines the number of objects in the valid instantiations,
and I have proven the correctness of the algorithm. I have given a pattern matching algorithm for
the left-hand-side of the metamodel-based rules, along with an algorithm that provides conditions
to split the search space of the pattern matching algorithm. Furthermore, I have extended the VF2
algorithm to metamodel-based pattern matching, along with heuristics.
Related publications: [5][7][9][12][13][14][15][19][21].
2.1 Definition (Labeled directed graphs, LDG):
Let ΩV and ΩE be two given alphabet for node and edge labels, respectively. Then the labeled
directed graph is a six-tuple:

G = GV , GE , s G , t G , lv G , le G ,

(1)

where G V is the set of vertices, G E is the set of edges; s G and t G are the source and target
functions ( s G , t G : G E → G V ), which map an edge to its source and target vertices, respectively;
and finally lv G : G V →ΩV and le G : G E → ΩE, which assign a label to a vertex and an edge
from the appropriate alphabet.
2.1 Subthesis II.1
I have proven that the class diagram depicted in Figure 1 can be instantiated by na’ objects of
type A and nb’ objects of type B, where n is an arbitrary positive integer; a and b is the
multiplicity values shown in Figure 1. GCD denotes the greatest common divisor.

a
GCD(a, b)
b
b' =
GCD(a, b)

a' =

4

(2)
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Figure 1. An association with nonzero multiplicity values

Subthesis II.1 also regards parallel edges. This is shown in Figure 2.

2. ábra. Párhuzamos linkek

If we do not allow parallel edges, the multiplicity constraints become stricter. This is addressed
by subthesis II.2.
2.2 Subthesis II.2
I have proven that if no multiple edges are allowed for associations in the object diagram, the
class diagram in Figure 1 can be instantiated by na objects of type A and nb objects of type B,
where n is an arbitrary positive integer.
It is a negative result that, in general, only a disadvantageous upper bound can be given, since
there exists a construct, where all the instances of a class on either side must be considered. The
dissertation proves with a specific construct that there exists a model-metamodel pair, which
reaches this upper bound.
2.3 Subthesis II.3
I have shown that the worst case number of objects that must be examined in order to decide the
valid instantiation is in general
# A+# B ,
(3)
and the greatest value of the corresponding number of objects:
ª# A # Bº
,
(4)
n = min «
,
b »¼
¬ a
where # A denotes the number of A objects, and # B denotes the number of B type objects.
After examining the case with one association, I generalized the results to the general case
containing an arbitrary number of associations. I extended the incidence matrix to handle
multiplicities (Incidence Matrix with Multiplicities, IMM). I have specified this formalism with
its creator algorithm (Algorithm 2.1).
2.1 Algorithm CREATEIMM( )
1 Traverse the model graph
2 Take each edge e j .
3 If vertices vk and v l are the incident upon e j , then set IMM kj to the vk side multiplicity and IMM lj
to the v l side multiplicity of e j .

5
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Changing to the linear algebraic representation, I have created an elimination algorithm, which terminates
with error, if the metamodel represented by a given IMM cannot be instantiated, or provides a positive
integer for each variable, whose integer multiples can participate in a valid instantiation (Algorithm 2.2).
2.2 Algorithm ELIMINATION(IMM IMM)
ELIMINATION(IMM imm)
1 for each j column index
2 r0=index of row with first nonzero element
3 r1=index of row with second nonzero element
4 if there is no r0 and r1 then break
5 lcm=LCM(imm[r0,j],imm[r1,j])
6 MultiplyRow(r0, lcm/imm[r0,j])
7 MultiplyRow(r1, lcm/imm[r1,j])
8 for each j2 column index
9
if imm[r0,j2]= = imm[r1,j2] then
10
imm[r1,j2]=0
11
else if imm[r0,j2]!=0 and imm[r1,j2]!=0 then
12
Inconsistent parallel paths. No instantiation.
13
else if imm[r1,j2]!=0
14
imm[r0,j2]=imm[r1,j2];
15
imm[r1,j2]=0;
16
end if
17 end for
18 end for
19 rowlcm=LCM of the 0th row of imm
20 for each j column index
21 imm[0,j]=rowlcm/ imm[0,j]
22 end for

We have implemented the algorithm in VMTS, and its source code can be downloaded from
[VMTS]. I have shown that the IMM algorithm retrieves all the possible numbers of objects
participating in a valid instantiations, and the algorithm is correct.
2.4 Subthesis II.4
In the IMM algorithm, the matrix resulted through an arbitrary elimination step represents an
equation set which is equivalent to the multiplicity equations established according to the
instantiation equation. Furthermore, there is no solution which can form a valid instantiation, but
it is not among the results of the IMM algorithm.
Investigating the existing algorithms, I have chosen the VF2 algorithm as a basis of my pattern
matching algorithm. Since the metamodel is available as additional information, I have extended
the VF2 algorithm to match the type information, and I applied heuristics efficient in most cases,
but never worse than VF2. These heuristics can be required explicitly on the VMTS user
interface, thus, the designer can directly ensure the efficiency.
From now on, G H denotes the graph that is a subject of pattern matching, G LHS is the pattern
graph. The edge set of the graph is denoted by E, the node set is represented by V, the upper
index refers to the appropriate graph. Variables n ∈ G H , m ∈ G LHS are two vertices to match,

M ⊆ V H × V LHS is a mapping between the pattern and a subgraph of G H . The upper index
denotes the appropriate side. The multiplicity of the element x,y in a multiset is denoted by
μ MS ( x, y ) . Sets pred (G, x) and succ(G, x) denotes the neighbors reachable via directed edges

6
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from the vertex x, respectively: pred means the neighbors having the incoming edges to vertex x,
whereas succ means the neighbors reachable via outgoing edges from x. The functions typeof
retrieves the type of an element. Sets T mean the set of the nodes adjacent to the actual m and n
nodes, where the out index denotes connectivity by the outgoing edges, in represents the
connectivity by the incoming edges. The lower index refers to the graph containing the nodes or
the edges.
I have defined the type matching for the edges as follows:

m'∈ M LHS ∧ ∃n' | (n' , m' ) ∈ M , n'∈ pred (G H , n) ∧
∀(typeof (n, n' ) μ E

LHS

(m' , m) ≤ μ E (n' , n) ∧ typeof (m' , m) = typeof (n' n)
H

m'∈ M LHS ∧ ∃n' | (n' , m' ) ∈ M , n'∈ succ(G H , n) ∧
∀(typeof (n, n' ) μ E

LHS

H

( m, m' ) ≤ μ E (n, n' )^ typeof (m, m' ) = typeof ( n, n' )

(5)

(6)

I have replaced the constraint checking part of the VF2 by the following procedure: (Algorithm
2.3):
2.3 Algorithm
SIMPLE_FEASIBLE (Mapping M, Node n, Node m)
1 if not typeof(n)=typeof(m) return false;
2 for each predecessor m’ of m
3
do if not Eq. (5)
4
return false
5
end if
6 end for
7 for each successor m’ of m
8
do if not Eq. (6)
9
return false
10
end if
11 end for
The novel algorithm is referred to as MetaVF2. I have modified the part of VF2 that finds the
candidate parts for the matching as follows (Algorithm 2.4):

2.4 Algorithm
COMPUTE_CANDIDATE_PAIRS()
out
out
1 if THout ≠ ∅ ∧ TLHS
≠ ∅ then P = THout × {min TLHS
}
in
in
2 else if THin ≠ ∅ ∧ TLHS
≠ ∅ then P = THin × {min TLHS
}

3 else P = Instanceof(min(V LHS − M LHS )) × {min(V LHS − M LHS )}
2.5 Subthesis II.5
I have proven that the worst case of the COMPUTE_CANDIDATE_PAIRS() procedure is the one
provided by the VF2 algorithm, assuming connected pattern graph.
It seems natural that the algorithm chooses the metamodel element having the largest number of
instances. This is not always optimal.

7
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2.6 Subthesis II.6
I have shown that if we prefer to choose the V LHS metaelement having the most instances in the
next step of the algorithm, the termination of the algorithm can require more steps than the
MetaVF2 algorithm.
Applying the results detailed above, I have created an algorithm that performs the pattern
matching with instantiation, which was the expected objective. This algorithm is the central
algorithm of the VMP engine included in VMTS.
3 Thesis III.
I have supplied a method for the topological validation of the metamodel-based rules assuming
that the metamodels of the input model and the output model are available. I have provided a
necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of homomorphic instantiation. I have proven
that for each metamodel, there exists an equivalent metamodel with a homomorphic typeof
mapping. I have shown that an instance can be decomposed into non-isomorphic subgraphs with
homomorphic instantiation mapping.
Related publications: [3][6][9][18][21][30].
I have supplied a theoretical background for the topological validation of the given transformation
steps based on the metamodels of the input and output models. Furthermore, these results provide
the background to generalize the existing category theoretical results (DPO approach) to
metamodels. Since the arrows in category Graph are graph homomorphisms, the typeof mapping
must be converted into homomorphisms.
3.1 Definition (Graph homomorphism for directed and labeled graphs):
A graph homomorphism f : G → H is a pair of functions: f = f V : GV → H V , f E : G E → H E ,
which preserves the sources, targets, and labels, that is, it satisfies the following conditions:


fV D t G = t H D f



fV D s G = s H D f E



lv H D f V = lv G



le H D f E = le G

3.2. Definition (Equivalence, compatibility, and partial compatibility of metamodels):
Let Meta1 and Meta2 be two LDGs, with labels conforming to the UML class diagram. Meta1
and Meta2 are equivalent if and only if any LDG provided with labels conforming to the UML
object diagram i.e. any instance of Meta1 is also an instance of Meta2, and vice versa. If only one
direction is satisfied, namely, all instances of Meta1 are the instance of Meta2, then Meta2 is
compatible with Meta1. Hence, equivalence can be defined as bidirectional compatibility. If at
least one instance of Meta1 - that instantiates each element in Meta1 - is contained by at least one
instance of Meta2, then Meta2 is partially compatible with Meta1.
Considering the instantiation, I have proven the following subtheses:
3.1 Subthesis III.1
Let Meta be an LDG with labels conforming to the UML class diagram. Let another LDG
Instance be given with labels conforming to the UML object diagram. Furthermore, we assume
that Instance instantiates Meta, according to the instantiation rules enforced by UML. If Meta
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does not contain inheritance relationship (nor abstract classes, which would be semantically
meaningless without inheritance), then the TPM between the Instance and Meta graph is a graph
homomorphism.
3.2 Subthesis III.2
Let Meta be an LDG with labels conforming to the UML class diagram. Let another LDG
Instance be given with labels conforming to the UML object diagram. In addition we assume that
Instance instantiates Meta according to the instantiation rules enforced by UML. Let An denote
the set of the associations connected to the nth layer of a class hierarchy. Let Ln represent the set
of the links instantiating elements of An. Instance can be mapped to Meta via graph
homomorphism if and only if no :O object is attached to link from more than one Ln set, where An
belongs to the class hierarchy of C, which is the type of :O.
Consequently, the general UML class diagram cannot be instantiated by graph homomorphisms.
Therefore, I constructed a metamodel that is as much expressive and applicable as the original,
but the instantiation is a homomorphic mapping. Hence, I introduced an equivalence definition
(Definition 3.2), which specifies the practical aspects of the equivalence. Then, I created an
algorithm which creates a metamodel compatible with the original input metamodel, but the
inverse of the instantiation is homomorphism. A sample input and output of the algorithm is
depicted in Figure 3.
3.1 Algorithm (outline)
1. Walk through the inheritance hierarchy and copy all inherited data (attributes associations)
from the ancestors to the derived class, while the value of the variable multiplicities are taken
care of.
2. Remove inheritance.
3. Remove all abstract classes.

Figure 3. Generator metamodel (a) and the related homomorhic metamodel (b)

I have proven the following property of Algorithm 3.1.
3.3 Subthesis III.3
I have shown that the homomorphic metamodel and its generator metamodel (the input of
Algorithm 3.1) are equivalent.
3.4 Subthesis III.4
Let Meta1 and Meta2 be an LDG, with labels conforming to the UML class diagram, both
homomorphic metamodels. If Meta1 is compatible with Meta2, Meta1 is a (not always connected)
subgraph of Meta2 not regarding the multiplicity labels. The following formula is always true:
M Meta1 ⊆ M Meta2 ,
(7)

9
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where M Meta1 and M Meta2 are the sets of the allowed multiplicity for the Meta1 and Meta2 side
respectively at the same topological position. In case of partial compatibility, where the zero
multiplicity values are not allowed, it is enough to enforce the following conditions for each
corresponding multiplicity pairs:

SupM Meta1 ≤ SupM Meta2 ,
(8)
M Meta1 ∩ M Meta2 ≠ ∅ ҏ
(9)
where Sup is the supremum (least upper bound) of the set which contains the allowed multiplicity
values.
3.5 Subthesis III.5
Each I instance graph can be decomposed into I 1 , I 2 ...I K non-isomorphic subgraphs such that
the instantiation relationship between the homomorphic M metagraph having nonzero
multiplicities on the association ends; the I k , (k = 1..K ) graph is a graph homomorphism, where
I is an instance of M .
3.6 Subthesis III.6
I have proven that the worst case complexity of the decomposition algorithm related to Subthesis
III.5 is O (# E ( I )# E ( M )) as a function of the number of edges in the instantiation and the
metagraph.
The results included in Thesis III facilitate the topological validations of the rules, comparing
them to the metamodels of the input and output models. It also contains results for
correspondences between compatibility and subgraph isomorphism. I found the applications of
the thesis the most efficient when the conditions presented in Subthesis III.2 are fulfilled, in this
case fast pattern matching and constraint validating algorithms can be constructed.
4 Thesis IV
Based on the results of the DPO approach, I have proven that if the metamodels do not contain
elements in common, the execution order of the metamodel-based rules is indifferent, and they
can be executed in parallel, and if the execution order of two rules can be altered, then their
parallel execution does not change the elements rewritten by the other rule. I have shown that the
other direction of this statement is also true.
The category theoretical approach of this thesis is fundamentally different from the graph
theoretical and abstract algebraic approaches of the two previous theses. Unfortunately, the
existing methods (DPS, SPO) cannot apply pure categorical constructs, but the dominating
approaches and the generalizations takes this direction, for example, the High-Level Replacement
Systems. Therefore, I used abstract algebraic results in the proofs, accompanying the categorical
constructs.
A main result of the DPO approach is the Parallelism Theorem. The parallel rule applications
were most important in VMTS, thus, I have shown two fundamental results: (i) the DPO approach
can be generalized to the metamodel-based cases, and then the metamodels do not violate the
DPO gluing conditions, furthermore, (ii) how the Parallelism Theorem can be applied to the
metamodel-based LHS.
Related publications: [3][6][9][21][30].
4.1 Defintion (Graph Category)
 Objects: LDGs,
 Arrows: LDG homomorphisms,

10
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Domain: the domain of the homomorphism; the codomain is the range of the
homomorphism.
Composite operator: composite of graph homomorphisms.
The identity arrows are the identity functions for both vertices and edges.

4.2 Definition (graph production):
l
r
⎯⎯
K⎯
⎯→
R ) is composed of a production name p, and a pair
A graph production rule p : ( L ←
of injective graph morphism: l : K → L , és r : K → R . The graphs L, K, and R are called the
left-hand side, the interface graph1 and the right hand side graph of p, respectively.
4.3 Definition (pushout, pushout complement):
Let C be a category, with two given arrows b : A → B , c : A → C . The D, g : B → D, f : C → D
triple is called the pushout of b, c if the following conditions hold:
1. g D b = f D c (commutative property)
2. For any object D' and arrows g ' : B → D' , and f ' : C → D ' if g D b = f D c , there exists a
unique arrow h : D → D' such that h D g = g ' and h D f = f ' (universal property).
The triple (Figure 4) C , c : A → C , f : C → D is called the pushout complement of b, g , and
C is called b, g the pushout complement object of b, g . D is called a pushout object of b, c .

Figure 4. Pushout

The statements below use the notations from Figure 6, where G denotes the input graph, H
represents the output graph, and the M suffix refers to the metamodels.
4.4 Definition (Proper metamodels)
If an LM and an RM satisfy the condition of partial compatibility, elaborated in Proposition 5.4,
with respect to GM and HM and they do not contain nonzero multiplicity values, they are called
proper metamodels.
4.1 Subthesis IV.1
Let O be the common ancestor of each elements in the host graph metamodel. If the metamodelbased rewriting rule contains the subgraph depicted in Figure 5, then the node X and the related
edges can be removed without violating the dangling edge condition

Figure 5. Subgraph for Subthesis IV.1

1

K stands for the German Klebegraph (“gluing graph”).
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4.2 Subthesis IV.2
I have supplied a categorical model for metamodel-based transformation rules. Furthermore, I
have shown that if the morphisms are inclusions in the outer double square, and the inner square
is a double pushout, the outer double square is a double pushout if the following conditions hold:

V DM
E DM
V DM
E DM

= VGM \ (V LM \ V RM )
= E GM \ ( E LM \ E RM )
= V HM \ (V RM \ V LM )
= E HM \ ( E RM \ E LM )

(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)

Figure 6 uses the notations from Definition 4.2, and the inner square contains the appropriate
subgraphs of the input graph (G), and the output graph (H). The M suffix denotes the metamodel
of the given graph.

Figure 6. Illustration for Subthesis IV.2

4.3 Subthesis IV.3
I have proven that if the L, K, R, G, D, H double square (Figure 6) is a double pushout, and the
direct derivation does not violate the metamodel GM, then the diagrams in Figure 7 are pushouts.

Figure 7. Illustration for Subthsis IV.3

4.4 Subthesis IV.4
If two LHS metamodels do not contain elements in common, then the order of the rules are
invariant and can be executed parallel.
4.5 Subthesis IV.5
I have shown that if two rules given by metamodels can be applied sequential independently, the
applications can be applied parallel independently as well. Moreover, if two rules given by
metamodels are parallel independent, the applications are sequential independent as well.
Apart from the mathematical results of Thesis IV, it supplies conditions on a formal basis to
execute the rewriting rules in parallel. Depending on the executing hardware, this can accelerate
the transformation process significantly. From the mathematical point of view further existing
results can be generalized to the metamodel-based case.
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4. Application of the Novel Scientific Results
The novel scientific results appear in software packages, and in their applications. Since we can
present the applicability to the industry based on the case studies mentioned below, the number of
the applications are expected to increase with the growing interest. The related publications are as
follows: [2][4][8][16][17][[19][20][21][22][23][24][25][28][29][30].
4.1. Software Packages
As it has already been mentioned, the applicability of the novel results are illustrated by a
software package called VMTS. I appreciate the help of the following colleagues who contributed
to the implementation of the system, namely, László Lengyel, Gergely Mezei, and László Angyal.
Therefore, they have been my coauthors in several publications.
The success of the metamodel-based rewriting has been given by the initial versions of the
GReAT transformation system, which we designed and implemented on the top of the UDM
framework [Magyari et al. 2003] together with the researchers of ISIS at Vanderbilt University.
This work inspired the [10][11][12][13] publications.
4.2. Applications
We have used the metamodel-based rewriting extended with multiplicity to solve several practical
issues. Normalizing feature models [17] is a problem that arises in the field of generative
programming [Czarnecki & Eisenecker 2000]. This transformation can be solved with minimal
time and development effort with VMTS VMPs. Publications [8][19] present the procedures
generate C++ code from statechart diagrams. These generators also use metamodel-based
rewriting techniques extended with multiplicities. An example for code generation from UML
class diagram to C# is elaborated in [23], whereas [19] generates code for Quantum Framework
[Samek 2002] from UML statechart input. These applications are also implemented in VMTS.
We used the results of Thesis II to realize the transformation with the novel pattern matching
algorithms. The applicability of the rules can be investigated by the results in Thesis III. Using
the results included in Thesis IV, the system can recognize the possibility of parallel execution or
optimize based on the invariant order of the rules, without the availability of the actual input
model.
The Simplian research project conducted at the Department of Automation and Applied
Informatics aims at creating rapid user interface development technologies for the Symbian
operating system. The user interface is modeled by VMTS, the C++ code generation is performed
by a VMP. Statecharts are also involved in UI modeling. The success of this sort of code
generation has already been demonstrated by VMTS.
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